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About This Game

J.U.L.I.A.: Among the Stars is an innovative narrative driven adventure game which is being developed due to overwhelming
support from a successful crowdfunding campaign.

The story centers on Rachel Manners, a 35 year old astrobiologist. She is a member of an elite group of scientists, chosen to
embark on one of the most critical missions ever conceived on Earth. Now Rachel is alone, orbiting an unknown planet. Her

only companions are J.U.L.I.A., the space probe’s artificial intelligence and Mobot, a huge reconnaissance robot. Together, this
unlikely trio will explore the mysteries of this solar system. But are they prepared for what they will find?

story

After countless years of careful space observation, the enormous telescope Chandra 17 suddenly locates a solar system quite
similar to our own. As all earthly observatories turned their attention towards this new discovery, a signal of artificial origin is

detected from deep within the system.

Reaction was immediate and a mission plan was conceived. No expense was spared in the construction of a massive space
probe. It was designed and equipped to be ideally suited for the ultimate challenge: to meet and study extraterrestrial sentient

life-forms. Equal care was taken with the crew. Only the most prominent scientists were selected and trained to ideally represent
planet Earth. Everything was perfectly planned and success was certain. Yet somehow, everything has gone terribly wrong…

Now, imagine being jolted awake by an emergency alarm. As your surroundings come into focus, you realize you were deep in
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cryogenic sleep on a vast space probe. But why you are there is an elusive memory. Disoriented, you rush to the control room
searching for answers. Once there you learn from the ship’s AI that not only have you been asleep for decades, but you are also

the last surviving member of the probe’s crew.

To make matters worse, the probe is severely damaged by a disastrous impact with a passing meteoroid swarm. First, you must
make repairs. Not only is your own survival at stake, but you need to find out what happened to the crew and why you alone

survived.

Are You Prepared to

step into the spacesuit of Rachel Manners and find out why she was the sole survivor of this ill-fated expedition?

utilize an ingenious MOBOT – a mobile robot designed for planetary exploration to investigate this solar system and all
its wonders?

solve the mystery of the mission’s failure and locate the missing crew?

travel to six unique planets and uncover their secrets?

solve puzzles, gather clues and communicate with the most temperamental artificial intelligence ever designed?

Are you prepared for… J.U.L.I.A.
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Title: J.U.L.I.A.: Among the Stars
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CBE Software s.r.o.
Publisher:
CBE Software s.r.o.
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2 GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Minimum resolution: 1280x720 with at least 128 MB VRAM accelerated card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard (Mandatory)

English,German
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Napoleon is a great game that falls back in certain areas compared to its predecessors but improves in others.

Pros:
-The "Napoleon's Campaigns" are all quite challenging on high difficulty's and are always fun to play.
-"Napoleon's Battle's" differ in difficulty from slightly difficult to extremely difficult but feel realistic
-More stable than Empire Total War
-Battle's generally feel more intense than in Empire (Just what I found)

Cons:
-Campaigns of the Coalition can feel a bit boring as all diplomacy is already set up so you can't really change history unlike in
Empire Total War.
-No other theatres of war which could have put more pressure on some members of the Coalition whereas at the moment Britain
is extremely easy.
-Classic Total War AI

It is a great game to play and I would highly recommend that you download Darthmod for it to improve its AI

. "Fantasy Mosaics 20: Castle of Puzzles" plays exactly like the previous nonograms games in the series. Another 100 fine
puzzles that took me a total of 10.4 hours to finish. Definitely worth it.. Managed to get fired 5 times (should have more routes.
going into overdraft is a killer). Still had fun. Game seems decent did not have any bugs while i completed the first mission. 6
missions total for now and one map in multiplayer. Decent start.

Here is a video with the first 40 minutes or so.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyUKaol3M3M. Well. I tried to like this game. I really did. Having played the original back
in the 90s on a C-64 I expected to have something comparable to that. Perhaps it's being seen through rose colored glasses,
perhaps not.

What we ended up with here is a shadow of the game's former self. The cities are generic, the buildings all look the same, the
NPCs (if you could call the that) have no life to them. Inns, taverns, shops, smithies, you can't tell one from the other at all
except for the names.

The voice acting should have been left out entirely. It's awful. It's obvious as hell that whoever was doing it isn't a native English
speaker and was dry reading from a script. Yes, it's almost 2014, but not every game is well suited to lots of voice acted stuff.
This one certainly isn't.

The combat system is a major deal breaker though. I know I can't possibly be doing things SO WRONG that I screwed up two
different attempts to roll up and equip a party. Every fight I've been in (which has always been the party's first) ends in defeat
with us missing, fumbling, being parried, or whatever. Rarely hit a damn thing even with high stats and all the equipment our
meager funding could manage. Turning things over to the auto-AI is an extremely disappointing and very LONG wait for the
same result - our deaths.

I hate to say it, but this is starting to become a trend with these Indie RPGs and it's now going to make me think long and hard
about parting with the money I'm spending on this stuff. I took a chance on this one and got burned - it won't happen again.

(Note to Valve: This is why refunds exist in the real world! Learn something here! I'd surely love to get one at this point!). I've
been a fan of comics for many, many years and I still collect Silver Age back issues on Comixology. There have been a few
comics-inspired games over the years, but as far as I know there's never been one for VR -- until now.

I love the creative aspects of this game. The visual style reflects the theme of the game perfectly, while steering clear of the
traditional "cel shaded" look. The music is also just right -- inspiring and evocative without being cheesy.
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The open-world "sandbox" gameplay is great fun -- I have to admit, I've gotten bored with zombies and endless wave shooters
and have been craving something different. I had a good time just wandering around the city, exploring the different areas and
experimenting with my various element-based powers to throw around cars and other objects and wreak a bit of havoc, while
gathering the assorted power-ups in preparation for battles to come.

I'm planning to spend a lot more time getting into this game, but my initial impression is very positive.

Looking forward to delving deeper!

. Very nice looking, a ship with a nice history and a modern replica that currently sail around the world. Very efffective in
game. A great frigate.

But before buying, be aware you'll be able to grind her for free in game from the next patch on.
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Currently at level 19. The mechanics are very nice implemented. I felt immersed hearing the music and seeing the color
schemes of the game.

You have to reset the level a lot to experiment with the objects, but it's not too frustrating once you get the hang of it.

Great job! Definitely recommended :D. I would recommend for children.

also note that one mouse button is for movement
and the other mouse button is for special skill
so to jump the pit, you click on the center of the pit. It seems like the physics are not good. The basketball seemed to always use
the same path even when I tried to slightly change my throw. The balls rebounds weirdly in the arcade games. Sometimes, the
golf ball travels like it weighted a ton by rolling slowly and endlessly, other times it flies high like if I used an iron.

At the end of the mini-golf game (9 holes), I didn't know if there was something else to do (another hidden 9-holes? what about
the big boat?). You have to get back to the center by "walking" the whole 9 holes back.

If you really want something cheap to initiate you with VR, download Rec Room which is soo much fun, and FREE.. This is
pretty much unplayable.
Stuff like not being able to change keymappings somehow manages to be a "minor" issue compared to the rest of this game.
I recommend having a autohotkey script that constantly mashes E while you play.

- Here, have a checkpoint right before you have to mash space to not die.
- Now, unskippable cutscene.
- Now, crawl slowly, stop and mash E occasionally so you don't randomly die.
- And make sure not too crawl to close to any fire, that will make your screen go black and send you back to checkpoint, before
unskippable cutscene.

Made it past the crawling and mashing E sequence?
- Good, now you can walk. But remember to stop and mash E so you're not sent back to the checkpoint!
- Follow clearly laid out pathway
- Haha, nope, sends you back to checkpoint before unskippable cutscene anyway.

Not sure if game is trolling, or just that bad.

On the plus side, the game was free.
On the minus side, I still feel like I deserve a refund.. With a heavy heart I write this. I'm a Mortal Kombat fan boy. I can't
support these awful business practices.

Take out all of the above and the actual game is brilliant. The roster is filled with great characters (despite missing some
classics) and the fighting is fun.

However with most of the Krypt unlocks being random, they try to frustrate you into buying the cosmetic items in their store
(which they purposely withheld from reviewers) with a grind wall.

As for the 'only cosmetic' argument Netherrealm (and many others) spout, it depends what you place value on. Although
cosmetics may not be of value to you, they are to a massive amount of people. So the argument falls flat on its face from there.

A company won't sell what won't sell.

£4 for EACH cosmetic item? Go to hell. If people support this it will be much worse in MK12. Supporting this kind of
behaviour is the reason why it got worse.

I'll keep playing, I don't want to waste my money. Everyone else should really stay away and not jump in like I did.. Although
there are a lot of people complaining about the idea of adding domesticated animals into a zoo, I can see how these animals can
be implemented in certain ways. For one, you don't really have to have a technical 'zoo' in this game, which means that you
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could possibly just play with the idea of maybe having a domesticated animal park in which you can use these and the ranch
animals, and horses, solely. There are honestly a lot of petting zoos that showcase more domesticated animals, sometimes
including felines and canines. Wildlife Park 2 is a game where imagination is key. Don't want domesticated animals in zoos?
Then either, like I said, make some kind of 'rescue' or domesticated park *or* just don't include them.

With that being said, I do have to agree with Wolfaura Rose in their review when they said that the cats and terriers have a
tendency to not rest a lot; I also agree with the fact that I find it a bit odd that they are not able to be pet and that the majority of
animals in this DLC don't have a maximum limit since a lot of domesticated animals, especially cats, tend to do well with only a
few others.

Overall, if you're just looking for something to add to your game in case you decide to get creative and veer from the typical
zoo, then this is a pretty nice DLC.. OMG, this is an amazing game. Flashback from my college days when me and my friends
spent HOURS playing this. NOW IT IS BETTER. Plays at 144HZ super smooth. Controls are spot on. I mean the graphics are
dated but you will not notice it to much. Super fun to play. Very easy to play but a challenge to master this puppy. I played with
a controller, originally; BUT with the mouse and keyboard this game really shines! Posses a definite challenge.

If you played this back in the 90's, you will LOVE this remastered edition. Super amazing experience before, so much better
now. The memories i was flooded with were worth the money alone. Thank you for making this experience better and allowing
me to relive some of my childhood!! KUDOS

Nostalgic lvl 1000. This game is a junk ?WTF??!
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